Dirty Mouth? Clean it up with…..LOVE!

1. Begin by speaking to the audience while wearing a pair of “Bubba Teeth.” This will not only trigger a laugh, but relax the audience, putting them in a receptive mindset what you have to say. Once you feel like you have established a relationship with the audience, you can lead into the meat of the lesson.

2. Pose this question to the audience: How do real teeth end up looking like this?

Once the answers have been briefly discussed, you can pose question two to the audience: What if it didn’t work that way? What if sugar and not brushing your teeth didn’t cause your teeth to rot? What if instead lying, gossiping, cussing, complaining, etc. caused your teeth to decay? How would your teeth look? Would you even have any left?

3. After introducing this new concept to the crowd, remind them of the Orbit Gum commercials……

“Have a dirty mouth? Clean it up, with Orbit!”

4. Discuss with the audience how to clean up a dirty mouth, metaphorically. You clean a dirty mouth with love, compassion, and personal development. The speaker can trail off here to tie in specific readings, stories, etc. they want their audience to know about. The main Bible verse to throw in is from 1 Corinthians 13:4-8….“Love is patient, love is kind,.........”

5. Give each audience member a pack or piece of gum and have them write the word, “Love” on it. Then instruct them to share some “Love” over the next few days or weeks. Now, they will be intentionally looking for an opportunity to spread positivity within the group instead of negativity.